
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF PUERTO RICO 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 ex rel. JOSÉ R. VALDEZ, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
AVETA, INC. et al., 
 
  Defendants. 

            Case No. 3:15-cv-01140-CCC 
 
                      

 
MMM’s MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AS TO 

RELATOR’S RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES 
 

 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(g) and this Court’s inherent powers, 

Defendants Aveta, Inc., MMM Healthcare, LLC, PMC Medicare Choice, LLC, MSO of Puerto 

Rico, LLC, and MMM Holdings, LLC (collectively “MMM”) respectfully move for sanctions 

against Relator José R. Valdez.   

 Valdez’s answers under oath to MMM’s interrogatories are false, and the statement that he 

signed verifying his answers under penalty of perjury is also false.  The extraordinary deposition 

of Mr. Valdez, attached hereto in its entirety as Exhibit A, reveals that Mr. Valdez had no idea of 

the truth or falsity of the answers written by his attorneys in response to MMM’s first set of 

interrogatories.     

 For the reasons set forth below, MMM requests that the Court strike Mr. Valdez’s 

responses to MMM’s Interrogatories Nos. 1-7 without leave to amend and treat the interrogatories 

as unanswered.   

FACTS 

 MMM’s first set of interrogatories comprised seven interrogatories.  Each interrogatory 

recited an allegation from Mr. Valdez’s Amended Complaint and asked Mr. Valdez to identify 
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the facts supporting each allegation.  On March 1, 2018, Mr. Valdez served his responses, which 

are attached as Exhibit B.  Mr. Valdez answered the interrogatories under oath.  With his 

responses, Mr. Valdez submitted the following verification: 

 

  Ex. B at 19. 

 On April 11, 2018, MMM took Mr. Valdez’s deposition.  The full deposition transcript, 

attached as Exhibit A, is remarkable, and it will give rise to several motions.  For purposes of the 

instant motion, what is relevant is Mr. Valdez’s deposition testimony regarding his interrogatory 

answers. 

 Interrogatory No. 1 asked:  “Paragraph 15 of the Amended Complaint states: 

‘Throughout the eight months he served as President of Defendant MSO, Valdez repeatedly 

questioned, and spoke out against the Defendants’ overbilling practices and other violations of 

law.’ Please identify each instance in which Valdez questioned and/or spoke out against 

Defendants’ alleged ‘overbilling practices and other violations of law.’”   In response, Valdez 

answered: 

Relator questioned and/or spoke out against Defendants’ 
overbilling practices and other violations of law—including the 
improper MSV forms that contributed to the overpayments 
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Defendants received from CMS, and/or Defendants’ inadequate 
fraud detection measures—during at least the following meetings 
or calls: 

• On August 31, 2010, at a Medical Management meeting 
attended by at least Penelope Kokkinides;   
 

• On September 9, 2010, at a Senior Management Meeting 
attended by at least Dr. Shinto;  
 

• On October 6, 2010, at a meeting with Gonzalo Salinas-
Mulder, an MMM Holdings executive;   
 

• On October 28, 2010, during a telephone conversation with 
at least Dr. Shinto;  
 

• On November 10, 2010, at a senior management meeting 
attended by Defendants’ executives, including at least Dr. 
Shinto; and   
 

• On November 16, 2010, at a meeting of Defendants’ 
executives.  	

In addition, after Aveta issued its December 7, 2010 press release 
announcing that Aveta intended to pay its private investors a 
dividend of $100 million, Relator voiced concern to Dr. Shinto 
about Aveta’s decision to use those funds to pay its private 
investors instead of preparing to repay CMS.  	
 

Ex. B at 6.  His deposition reveals that he could not possibly provide that answer truthfully under 

oath.  As for the first bullet above: 

 Q. Okay.  Then it says, “On August 31, 2010 
at a Medical Management meeting attended by at least 
Penelope Kokkinides.”  Do you remember attending a 
Medical Management meeting on August 31, 2010, 
attended by at least Penelope Kokkinides? 

 A. I don’t remember. No.   

Ex. A at 108.  Indeed, Mr. Valdez does not remember who Ms. Kokkinides is.  See id at 249 (“Q.  

Do you know who Penny Kokkinides is?  A.  I remember the name, but I don’t remember.”).  As 

for the second bullet: 
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 Q.  And then it says, “On September 9, 2010, 
at a senior management meeting attended by at least 
Dr. Shinto.” Do you remember attending, on September 
9, 2010, a senior management meeting attended by at 
least Dr. Shinto? 

 A. I don’t remember.  No. 

Id.  As for the third bullet: 

 Q. Then it says, “On October 6, 2010, at a 
meeting with Gonzalo Salinas-Mulder, an MMM Holdings 
executive.”  Do you remember attending an October 6, 
2010, meeting with Gonzalo Salinas-Mulder? 

 A. No, I don’t remember attending. 

 Q. Do you know whether, on October 6, 2010, 
Gonzalo Salinas-Mulder was an MMM Holdings executive? 

 A. No. 

Id. at 108-09.  Later, Mr. Valdez testified that he did not remember Gonzalo Salinas Mulder 

being present at any meetings.  Id. at 249.  As to the fourth bullet: 

 Q. Then it says, “On October 28, 2010, 
during a telephone conversation with at least Dr. 
Shinto.”  Do you remember an October 28, 2010, 
telephone conversation with at least Dr. Shinto? 

 A. If I put it down in my notes, I must 
have—I must have done it. 

 Q. Okay.  Well, you don’t have your notes, 
right? 

 A. No, I—I don’t.  ...  

 Q. You—you had made reference to your notes, 
and I told you that I don’t know what you put in your 
notes.  But as you sit here today, do you remember an 
October 28, 2010 conversation with at least Dr. 
Shinto? 

 A. Of course not. 

Id. at 109-10.  As for the fifth bullet: 

 Q. And the next thing it says is:  “On 
November 10, 2010, at a senior management meeting 
attended by Defendants’ executives, including at 
least Dr. Shinto.”  Do you remember a November 10, 
2010 senior management meeting attended by MMM’s 
executives, including at least Dr. Shinto? 
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 A. No, I don’t remember. 

Id. at 110.  And as for the final bullet: 

 Q. And the last bullet says, “On November 
16, 2010, at a meeting of MMM’s executives.”  Do you 
remember a November 16, 2010 meeting of MMM’s 
executives? 

 A. No. 

Id. at 110.   

 Mr. Valdez’s response to Interrogatory No. 1 goes on to discuss Defendants’ “December 

7, 2010 press release announcing that Aveta intended to pay its private investors a dividend of 

$100 million.”  Ex. B at 6.  But at his deposition, Mr. Valdez testified that he does not remember 

that press release.  Ex. A at 111.  He testified he did not know the amount of the dividend.  Id. at 

105.  And he understood that the dividend was being paid not to MMM’s “private investors,” but 

rather to the doctors that worked for MMM.  Id. 

 Mr. Valdez’s response to Interrogatory No. 2 wilts under the same scrutiny.  MMM 

asked:   

Paragraph 29 of the Amended Complaint states: “During Valdez’s 
tenure with Defendants, in numerous internal meetings of the 
Defendants’ senior executives, they estimated that the Plans’ 
potential liability to CMS ranged between $300 million and $350 
million per year from 2007 to 2010.” Please identify by date each 
such internal meeting, which senior executives were present at 
each meeting, and which senior executive at each meeting 
estimated the Plans’ “potential liability to CMS” and what the 
estimates were.  
 

Ex. B at 8.  Mr. Valdez answered this interrogatory under oath as follows:  “Defendants’ senior 

executives estimated that the Plans’ potential liability to CMS ranged between $300 million and 

$350 million per year from 2007 to 2010 during at least the following meetings,” followed by 

four bullet points.  The first bullet is:  
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• On July 1, 2010, Ms. Kokkinides informed Defendants’ senior 
executives that the Plans’ exposure to CMS for overpayments 
could be as high as 20% of total revenue, or approximately 
$350 million per year. 

Id.  But, at his deposition, Mr. Valdez testified as follows: 

 Q. Let me just ask you, were you at meetings 
while you worked for MMM where you heard executives 
estimate MMM’s potential liability for the year 2007? 

 A. What do you mean? 

 Q. Well, did you attend meetings where they 
talked about how much MMM might owe CMS for charges 
that were submitted during 2007? 

 A. Yes. 

 Q. ... Do you remember what the potential 
liability was for 2007? 

 A. Like—like $500 million. 

 Q. And do you remember who told you that? 

 A. Penelope Kokkinides. 

 Q. And what about for 2008? 

 A. No, I don’t remember. 

 Q. And what about for 2009? 

 A. I don’t remember. 

 Q. And what about for 2010? 

 A. I don’t remember. ... 

 Q. Was there a meeting on July 1, 2010, when 
Ms. Kokkinides informed MMM’s senior executives that 
MMM’s exposure to CMS for overpayments could be as 
high as 20 percent of total revenue or approximately 
$350 million? ... 

 A. I don’t remember. 

Ex. A at 116-18.   

 The second bullet is: 

• In early August 2010, MMM Holdings’ CFO, Carlos Vivaldi, 
stated that inflated RAF scores had resulted in approximately 
$300 million per year in unsubstantiated payments to the Plans. 
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Ex. B at 8.  But Mr. Valdez testified: 

 Q. Who was the CFO of MMM Holdings when you 
worked at MMM? 

 A. I don’t know.  ... 

 Q. And it says, “In early August 2010, MMM 
Holdings’ CFO, Carlos Vivaldi, stated that inflated 
RAF scores had resulted in approximately $300 million 
per year in unsubstantiated payments to the plans.”  
Do you remember that happening? ... 

 A. No. 

Ex. A at 117-18. 

 The third bullet is: 

• On October 26, 2010, MSO’s Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Raul 
Montalvo-Orsini, informed those attending an MSO Senior 
Management meeting that 20-25% of RAF payments received 
from CMS were not substantiated by the patients’ medical 
records.  	

 
Ex. B at 9.  Mr. Valdez, however, testified at his deposition: 

 Q. Then it says, “On October 26, 2010, MSO’s 
chief medical officer, Dr. Raul Montalvo-Orsini, 
informed those attending an MSO senior management 
meeting that 20 to 25 percent of RAF payments 
received from CMS were not substantiated by patients’ 
medical records.”  Do you remember that? 

 A. No.  ... 

 Q. Do you remember Dr. Raul Montalvo-Orsini? 

 A. No.   

Ex. A at 119-20.  And the fourth bullet is: 

• On January 18, 2010, the Assistant Vice President of Health 
Care Quality for MMM and PMC, Alba Muñoz, told Dr. 
Valdez that more than 20% of the RAF score payments 
received in 2009 were not substantiated by the patients’ 
medical charts. 
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Ex. B at 9.  Mr. Valdez could not have stated this response truthfully under oath, as his deposition 

testimony shows: 

 Q. Then it says:  “On January 18, 2010, the 
Assistant Vice President of Health Care Quality for 
MMM and PMC, Alba Muñoz, told Dr. Valdez that more 
than 20 percent of the RAF score payment received in 
2009 were not substantiated by patients’ medical 
charts.  Do you remember that?  ...  

 A. No.  

 Q. Who was Alba Muñoz? 

 A. I don’t know. 

 Q. Was she your friend? 

 A. I don’t know.  

 Q. Do you remember her? 

 A. No.  

Ex. A at 119-20.1	

 Interrogatory No. 4 asked:  “Please state all facts supporting your allegation in paragraph 

78 of the Amended Complaint that ‘Shinto indicated that Valdez should stop making such 

suggestions, saying that Valdez was a ‘Gringo sent down to work in Puerto Rico to protect 

Aveta,’ and should not be looking to protect CMS or the Island’s doctors.’”  Ex. B at 12.  In 

response, Mr. Valdez answered, in pertinent part: 

On October 28, 2010, Relator spoke by telephone with Dr. Shinto 
to reiterate his concern that MMM and PMC were overcharging 
CMS. During that telephone call, Dr. Shinto told Dr. Valdez that 
he was a “[g]ringo sent down to work in Puerto Rico ... to protect 
Aveta,” and that it was not his responsibility to protect CMS’ 
interests.  Relator believes he took notes of that telephone call; 
however, pursuant to the Court’s December 15, 2017 Order (Dkt. 

                                                
1 Mr. Valdez testified regarding his lack of memory of Ms. Muñoz throughout his 

deposition.  See Ex. A at 158-64, 247.  Ms. Muñoz has special relevance because, because after 
he was fired by MMM, Mr. Valdez recorded his conversations with her in a restaurant, by 
telephone, and at his home in violation of Puerto Rico’s criminal code, 33 L.P.R.A. §§ 5234-
5235.  That conduct may be the subject of a separate motion.  
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155), Relator and his attorneys were required to return those notes 
to Defendants.  
 

Id. at 13.  But at his deposition, Mr. Valdez testified the supposed conversation was in person, 

and Mr. Valdez did not remember whether he took notes of the meeting: 

Q. In the conversation that you say that 
Rick Shinto told you that you were a gringo sent down 
to work in Puerto Rico to protect Aveta, where did 
that conversation take place? ... 

A. In Rick Shinto’s office. 

Q. In Puerto Rico? 

A. Yes.  ... 

Q. Did you take notes of that meeting? 

A. I don’t remember. 

Id. at 121.2  

 Interrogatory No. 6 asked:   

Paragraph 97 of the Amended Complaint states:  “In late March 
2011, persons acting at the direction of the Defendants contacted a 
close friend of Valdez and warned that the Defendants were 
watching Valdez ‘like a hawk’ and that disclosure of Valdez’s 
allegations could cost the Defendants more than $300 million.”   
Please state all facts supporting those allegations, including the 
identities of the “persons” and the “close friend of Valdez.”  

Ex. B at 15.  Mr. Valdez answered: 

In or around February 2011, an individual Relator believes to be 
Dr. Joaquin Vargas informed Joe Cortez that Defendants were 
watching Relator “like a hawk,” and mentioned to him that 
Relator’s allegations could cost Defendants more than $300 
million.  

Id. at 16.  But when asked at his deposition whether this answer was true, Mr. Valdez responded:  

“Who’s Joaquin Vargas?”  Ex. A at 124.  (Moments earlier, Mr. Valdez testified that Joaquin 

                                                
2 Later Mr. Valdez testified that Mr. Shinto had made the same remarks in group 

meetings.  Ex. A at 258. 
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Vargas is a doctor that worked for Aveta.  Id. at 123.  Later in the deposition, Mr. Valdez again 

denied knowing who Joaquin Vargas was.  Id. at 249-50.).3 

 Mr. Valdez recognized his signature on the oath affixed to his interrogatory responses, 

but he did not remember signing it.  Id. at 128.  He asserted that everything in the responses was 

true: 

Q. Do you know whether you satisfied 
yourself that the answers that are in this document, 
Exhibit 13, are true? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did you? 

A. Yes. 

Q. At the time you signed the document? 

A. Yes. 

Q. How can you say that if you don’t 
remember signing the document? 

A. I looked at it right now. 

Q. So you’ve looked at it right now, and 
having looked at it right now, you can say that 
everything in it is true? 

A. Yes. 

Ex. A at 128-29.  But this testimony turned out to be nothing more than faulty circular reasoning:  

Mr. Valdez believes that if he signed it, it must be true.   

Q. Well, let’s turn to page 6.  [T]here’s a 
bulleted list.  The first bullet says: … “On August 
31, 2010, at a medical management meeting attended by 
at least Penelope Kokkinides.”  Do you see that? 

A. Yes. 

Q. A few minutes ago, you said you didn’t 
remember whether there was a medical management 

                                                
3 In fact, Dr. Vargas did not work for Aveta or any Defendant.  Dr. Vargas was another 

individual who Mr. Valdez illegally recorded after he was fired.  Mr. Valdez staged a phone call 
between Dr. Vargas and the boxing referee Joe Cortez, who was Mr. Valdez’s friend.  
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meeting attended by at least Penelope Kokkinides on 
August 31, 2010.  Are you changing your testimony?  

A. What do you mean? 

Q. Well, was there a medical management 
meeting attended by Penelope Kokkinides on August 31, 
2010? 

A. I guess so. 

Q. Why do you say, “I guess so?” 

A. Because I signed it. 

Q. Well, but do you remember the meeting? 

A. I don’t remember, but I signed it. 

Q. When you signed it, did you remember the 
meeting? 

A. I don’t know. 

Q. Well, it seems like you’re saying that 
it’s true because you signed it.  But I’m asking you, 
regardless of whether you signed it, is it true that 
there was a meeting on August 31, 2010? 

A. I’m telling you, I don’t know. 

Q. And is that also true of the other 
meetings that are listed on page 6:  the September 9, 
October 6, October 28, November 10, and November 16, 
2010 meetings? 

A. I don’t remember the dates.  No.  I don’t 
remember dates. 

Q. So, as you sit here today, you can’t say 
under penalty of perjury that these meetings occurred 
or not, right? 

A. I don’t remember these.  No. 

Ex. A at 129-30 (objections omitted).  As to other responses, Mr. Valdez then testified that he 

believed some of his responses to be true because they were confirmed by the contents of his 

handwritten notes.  He testified that he had his notes in his possession when he wrote the 

responses.  Id. at 130-31.  The responses themselves, however, state that Valdez and his 

attorneys did not have the notes for purposes of the preparation of the responses.  Ex. B at 13.   

Pursuant to this Court’s December 15, 2017 Order (d.e. 155), Mr. Valdez certified on January 
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29, 2018 that he no longer had documents subject to the Order (which included his notes) in his 

possession.  At his deposition he testified that he did not know he had been ordered to return his 

notes and did not know whether he had gone through the process of doing so.  Id. at 132-33.  

 As to the verification, which Mr. Valdez signed in his own hand swearing under penalty 

of perjury that the responses were true, Mr. Valdez testified as follows: 

Q. Do you remember signing the verification 
on page 19 of this document? ... 

A. I don’t remember, no. 

Q. Do you know who asked you to sign it? 

A. No, I don’t. 

Q. Do you know where you were when you 
signed it? 

A. No, I don’t.   

Q. Do you know whether what you said here is 
true? 

A. No, I don’t. 

Id. at 135.  

ARGUMENT 

I. THE COURT HAS AUTHORITY TO SANCTION MR. VALDEZ. 

 A district court has broad discretion to sanction misconduct.  Chambers v. NASCO, 501 

U.S. 32, 55 (1991).  Here, there are two sources of this Court’s discretion:  Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 26(g), and this Court’s inherent power.   

 1. Rule 26(g).   Rule 26(g)(2) requires that every response to a discovery request 

bear the signature of the attorney, certifying “to the best of [his] knowledge, information and 

belief, formed after a reasonable inquiry” that the response is “(A) consistent with [the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure] …. ; (B) not interposed for any improper purpose …. ; and (C) not 
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unreasonable …. ”   Legault v. Zambarano, 105 F.3d 24, 27 (1st Cir. 1997).  “The duty to make a 

reasonable inquiry is satisfied if the investigation undertaken by the attorney and the conclusions 

drawn therefrom are reasonable under the circumstances.”  Phinney v. Paulshock, 181 F.R.D. 

185, 203 (D.N.H. 1998) (citing FED. R. CIV. P. 26(g) advisory committee notes (1983)).  The 

First Circuit holds that misconduct in violation of the rule “may rightly be found to call for 

action by the trial judge.”  Legault, 105 F.3d at 27.   

 Rule 26(g) allows the court to impose sanctions on the signer of a discovery response 

when the signing of the response is incomplete, evasive or objectively unreasonable under the 

circumstances.  Poole v. Textron, Inc., 192 F.R.D. 494, 498 (D. Md. 2000).  “[T]he practical 

import of Rule 26(g) is to require vigilance by counsel throughout the course of the proceeding.”  

St. Paul Reins. Co. v. Commercial Fin. Corp., 198 F.R.D. 508, 516 (N.D. Iowa 2000).  Sanctions 

under Rule 26(g) do not require a finding of bad faith.  Id.  “Where a violation of Rule 26(g) 

occurs, imposition of sanctions is mandatory.”  Cache La Poudre Feeds, LLC v. Land O’Lakes, 

Inc., 244 F.R.D. 614, 636 (D. Colo. 2007). 

 Sanctions under Rule 26(g) may be imposed on the responding party, the responding 

party’s attorneys, or both.  Rule 26(g)(3) provides: 

If a certification violates this rule without substantial justification, 
the court, on motion or on its own, must impose an appropriate 
sanction on the signer, the party on whose behalf the signer was 
acting, or both.  The sanction may include an order to pay the 
reasonable expenses, including attorney’s fees, caused by the 
violation. 

FED. R. CIV. P. 26(g)(3). 

 2. Inherent Power of a District Court.  “It is beyond serious dispute that a district 

court may use its inherent powers to assess attorneys’ fees against a party that has ‘acted in bad 

faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive reasons.’”  Whitney Bros. v. Sprafkin, 60 F.3d 8, 
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13 (1st Cir. 1995) (quoting Chambers, 501 U.S. at 45-46).  In the First Circuit, there is “no doubt 

that when a party has materially perjured himself, this, standing alone, is sufficient grounds for 

finding bad faith.”  Id. at 14; see also Perichak v. Int’l Union, 715 F.2d 78, 84–85 & n.9 (3d Cir. 

1983) (holding that the defendant's “‘materially false statements [made] under oath’ are, having 

been critical to the success of his case, alone, enough to support a finding of bad faith”); Carrión 

v. Yeshiva University, 535 F.2d 722 (2d Cir.1976) (affirming fee award after a civil rights bench 

trial where the court found that plaintiff’s testimony was an “unmitigated tissue of lies”). 

II. THIS COURT SHOULD IMPOSE SANCTIONS. 

 This is no run-of-the-mill discovery dispute, and this is no ordinary case.  Mr. Valdez 

signed interrogatory responses that he cannot say are true—and yet he swore they were true 

under penalty of perjury.  Mr. Valdez’s deposition reveals that he has made a mockery of (at 

least) the discovery process in this case. 

 Under oath in his interrogatory responses, Mr. Valdez listed six meetings at which he 

supposedly spoke out against allegedly improper billing practices.  Ex. B at 6.  But at his 

deposition the following month, he admitted that he does not remember any of those meetings.  

Ex. A at 108-10.  And this is not about not remembering precise dates.  He wrote under oath that 

he spoke out against MMM’s practices at a meeting with “Gonzalo Salinas-Mulder, an MMM 

Holdings executive.”  But he now admits he does not remember ever attending a meeting at 

which Gonzalo Salinas-Mulder was present.  Id. at 249.  Indeed, he does not know whether 

Gonzalo Salinas-Mulder was an MMM executive during the time period at issue.  Id. at 109.  Mr. 

Valdez wrote under oath that he attended a meeting with Penelope Kokkinides.  Ex. B at 6.  He 

now admits he does not remember who Penelope Kokkinides is.  Ex. A at 249.  Mr. Valdez wrote 

under oath about a press release announcing that Aveta would pay $100 million to its 
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shareholders.  Ex. B at 6.  But, actually, he does not remember the press release, he does not 

remember the amount of the dividend, and he believes it was paid not to shareholders but to 

doctors working for the company.  Ex. A at 105, 111. 

 Under oath, Mr. Valdez responded to an interrogatory by writing about a July 1, 2010 

meeting at which Penelope Kokkinides stated that MMM’s exposure to CMS could be 

approximately $350 million per year for 2007 to 2010.  Ex. B at 8.  But at his deposition he 

testified that he does not remember such a meeting, that he believes MMM exposure for 2007 

was $500 million, and that he does not remember what he heard MMM’s exposure was for 2008, 

2009, and 2010.  Ex. A at 116-18.  In responding under oath, Mr. Valdez referred to “MMM 

Holdings’ CFO, Carlos Vivaldi.”  Ex. B at 8.  At his deposition, however, he admitted that he 

does not know who the CFO of MMM Holdings is.  Ex. A at 117-18.  In responding under oath, 

he claimed that MSO’s chief medical officer, Dr. Raul Montalvo-Orsini made statements 

regarding unsubstantiated payments at an October 26, 2010 meeting.  Ex. B at 9.  But in reality 

he does not remember the meeting or Dr. Raul Montalvo Orsini.  Ex. A at 119-20.  In writing 

under oath, he discussed statements supposedly made to him by Alba Muñoz regarding 

unsubstantiated payments.  At his deposition he admitted that he does not remember the 

statements or Alba Muñoz.  Ex. A at 110. 

 In response to an interrogatory, Mr. Valdez described an insulting telephone conversation 

with Defendant Richard Shinto about which Mr. Valdez recalled taking notes.  Ex. B at 13.  At 

his deposition, he remembered an in-person meeting in Dr. Shinto’s office (and group meetings), 

and he did not remember taking notes.  Ex. A at 121, 258.  In writing under oath, Mr. Valdez 

recited information supposedly provided by Dr. Joaquin Vargas to Mr. Valdez’s friend Joe 
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Cortez.  Ex. B at 16.  At his deposition, when confronted with his interrogatory response, Mr. 

Valdez asked:  “Who is Joaquin Vargas?”  Ex. A at 124; see also id. at 123, 249-50. 

 It is undeniable that Mr. Valdez’s interrogatory responses were not true.  Mr. Valdez 

testified at his deposition that he does not remember the things that he stated as true in his 

interrogatory responses.  He testified that looking at the interrogatory responses a month after he 

signed them, he cannot say that they are true.  Id. at 128-29.  Nor could his responses have been 

based on the company documents that Mr. Valdez took when he was fired (and which his 

attorneys maintained falsely for three years that he did not have), because both he and his 

attorneys filed certifications with the Court a month prior stating that, pursuant to this Court’s 

December 15, 2017 Order (d.e. 155), they no longer possessed those materials.  (d.e. 184).  Mr. 

Valdez simply signed whatever his attorneys put in front of him, knowing that he did not know 

whether the responses were true.  The full transcript of Mr. Valdez’s deposition—an astonishing 

read for reasons well beyond those addressed in this motion—makes clear that Mr. Valdez could 

not possibly answer MMM’s interrogatories truthfully under oath except by admitting that, with 

limited exceptions, he does not know the answers.  He does not know any facts that would 

support the allegations at issue in the Amended Complaint.   

 Had Mr. Valdez answered the interrogatories consistent with his oath to tell the truth, his 

answers would have been insufficient to maintain this action.  Nevertheless he was required to 

answer truthfully, and his attorneys were required to serve truthful answers.   Material false 

statements under oath that are critical to the success of the case are sufficient, standing alone, to 

support the finding of bad faith required to issue sanctions under the Court’s inherent powers.  

Whitney Bros., 60 F.3d at 13.   And false interrogatory responses that continue a case which 

would otherwise have ended warrant sanctions under Rule 26(g)(3).  Legault, 105 F.3d at 27.  
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 “Litigants should not be permitted to cheat.  Our legal system is dependent on the 

willingness of the litigants to allow an honest and true airing of the real facts.”  Dotson v. Bravo, 

202 F.R.D. 559, 573 (N.D. Ill. 2001).  Mr. Valdez “seriously violated the ‘rules of the game,’ 

and he can’t be permitted to say ‘oops, you’ve caught me’, and thereafter be allowed to continue 

to play the game.”  Id.  “[When courts] find deliberate falsehoods told in proceedings, [they] 

cannot allow such conduct to go unchecked. Turning a blind eye to false testimony erodes the 

public’s confidence in the outcome of judicial decisions, calls into question the legitimacy of 

courts, and threatens the entire judicial system.”  Id.  The Court should not permit that outcome.  

Mr. Valdez must be accountable for his misconduct. 

III. THE REQUESTED SANCTION IS APPROPRIATE. 

 MMM requests that the Court strike Mr. Valdez’s responses to interrogatories without 

leave to amend and treat them as unanswered.  This sanction fits the extraordinary abuse of 

judicial process described above. 

 Having knowingly submitted false interrogatory responses, Mr. Valdez cannot complain 

when they are stricken.  After all, striking them would only bring them into conformity with his 

deposition testimony, in which he could not affirm the facts set forth in his responses (or 

otherwise substantiate the claims that MMM has been forced to spend millions of dollars to 

defend).  Permitting Mr. Valdez to amend his responses would impose no penalty at all.  Like 

every litigant, when asked a question under oath, he should have answered truthfully under oath 

the first time.  But his instinct is to the contrary—and, as the deposition transcript in its entirety 

shows, this is not an instinct resulting from his brain injury but one that preceded and survived it.  

“False testimony in a formal proceeding is intolerable.”  ABF Freight Sys, Inc. v. NLRB, 510 

U.S. 317, 323 (1994).  Mr. Valdez must face consequences for his actions.  The consequence of 
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giving false answers under oath to MMM’s interrogatories should be to be left with no answers 

and to litigate the case accordingly.  See Ulysse v. Waste Mgmt. of Fla., No. 11-80723, 2013 WL 

11327093, at *4 (S.D. Fla. Aug. 27, 2013) (striking answers to interrogatories that were revealed 

by deposition testimony to be false).  Indeed, given what has occurred here, the sanctions MMM 

is requesting are most temperate.  Confronted with false interrogatory responses, another court 

wrote: 

The law favors trials on the merits.  However, a litigant’s right to 
such a trial is not absolute.  As noted earlier, litigants who use the 
judicial process have certain obligations and responsibilities under 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, in particular, and the 
integrity of the judicial process in general.  As recently noted by 
Judge Keys of this Court, there is zero tolerance for litigants who 
seek to intentionally distort the discovery process.  

Dismissal is an appropriate sanction for giving false interrogatory 
responses. A court’s inherent powers may be called upon to redress 
such mendacity.  The “gravest consequence of lying under oath is 
the affront to the law itself.” Through lies, misrepresentation, and 
non-disclosure, [Plaintiff] has willfully engaged in a pattern of 
obstructive discovery tactics in an effort to deny defendants the 
means to effectively mount a defense to his accusations against 
them.  He cannot be permitted to profit from his misconduct. 

* * * 

The record unequivocally reveals that [Plaintiff] intentionally and 
willfully provided false and misleading answers on a continual 
basis during the discovery process, and that he also committed 
perjury. The record as a whole dictates dismissal, with prejudice, 
as the only reasonable sanction for [Plaintiff’s] deceit. 

Dotson, 202 F.R.D. at 574 (footnotes and citations omitted); see also Knapp v. Convergys Corp., 

209 F.R.D. 439, (E.D. Mo. 2002) (striking of Plaintiff’s pleadings and dismissing case is the 

appropriate sanction when Plaintiff “gave perjurious answers in her interrogatories and during 

deposition”). 
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 Of course, regardless of the relief proposed by MMM, the choice of sanctions lies with 

the Court.  Whether the Court imposes MMM’s proposal or follows the Dotson and Knapp 

courts and dismisses the case, this Court’s ruling will be reviewed only for abuse of discretion.  

Anderson v. Beatrice Foods Co., 900 F.2d 388, 393 (1st Cir. 1990) (“It is axiomatic that, 

‘[a]bsent abuse of discretion, we will not disturb a district court’s choice of sanctions.’  This 

deferential standard applies to sanctions in the discovery milieu.”) (citations omitted).  

 In Chambers, the Supreme Court wrote that “if a court finds ‘that fraud has been 

practiced upon it, or that the very temple of justice has been defiled,’” it may sanction the 

responsible party.”  501 U.S. at 46.  “The imposition of a sanction in this instance transcends a 

court’s equitable power concerning relations between the parties and reaches a court’s inherent 

power to police itself, thus serving the dual purpose of ‘vindicat[ing] judicial authority without 

resort to the more drastic sanctions available for contempt of court and mak[ing] the prevailing 

party whole for expenses caused by his opponent’s obstinacy.’”  Id. (citations omitted).  Those 

are strong words.  But MMM submits that one cannot read Mr. Valdez’s interrogatory responses 

in conjunction with his deposition transcript without concluding that they fit this case.   

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons stated above, MMM respectfully requests that the Court grant this motion 

and enter the requested sanctions. 
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LOCAL RULE 26(b) CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
 

 I certify counsel for MMM (Michael S. Nadel)met and conferred with Relator’s counsel 
(Sam S. Sheldon) on the matters set forth herein during in-person meetings on May 9 and 10, 
2018 and by telephone on May 11, 2018.  Relator does not agree to the requested relief.  The 
parties are at an impasse. 
 

 
By: /s/ Michael S. Nadel 
 Michael S. Nadel 
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